
Macro Lecture 1 

 

Macroeconomics measures aggregates (output, prices etc.), as opposed to individual firms’ 
outputs and individual prices.  

Measuring/evaluating Macroeconomic performance:  

Rising living standards- comes about through economic growth. Where the level of output 
increases over time.  
Output per capita = Output divided by population 

Income distribution can also show the distribution of living standards.  

 

Stable Business Cycle- Low volatility in fluctuations of actual output around its trend or 
potential output. This indicates stronger macro performance, as policymakers would prefer 
to see lower volatility.  

Relatively Stable Price Level- Low and positive rate of inflation.  
Inflation is a sustained increase in the general price level in the economy. Measured by CPI.  

Sustainable Levels of Public and National Debt-  
Public Debt: Borrowing by public sector from private sector. (Influenced by budget surpluses 
and deficits) 
National debt: Foreign debt, which is borrowing by Australians from foreign countries. 
(Influenced by Current Account Deficits or surpluses).  

Balance between Current and Future Consumption: How much should an economy 
save/invest vs consume?  
(Similar to an individual decision, except on an aggregate scale for the economy).  
This decision will affect the business cycle and levels of growth.  

Full Employment: Provision of employment for all individuals seeking work. Occurs by 
minimising the unemployment rate.  

 

Desired outcomes for Macro variables:  
High and stable growth rate of real per-capita output 
Stable and low (but positive) rate of inflation 
Low unemployment rate 
Sustainable level of public/external debt 
Balance between current and future consumption 

 

GDP: The market value of all final goods and services produced in an economy during a 
given period. (Measures aggregate production or output) 



Market value means it uses market prices to value the quantities of goods and services.  
GDP is a flow variable, meaning it is measured over a period of time. (Can be a quarter, or a 
year etc.) (Can also add up GDP from each quarter to get yearly GDP).  

Goods with no observed market price:  
Some such as National Defence (costs of provision, such as soldiers wages, equipment costs) 
and Public Education are included.  
Some such as Unpaid housework are excluded.  

Since only final goods and services are calculated, GDP excludes intermediate goods (goods 
used up in the production process of a final good). E.g. Flour used in the production of 
bread. So any input purchased from another firm and is sold or used in production, is not 
counted as part of GDP.   

This happens as we want to avoid double-counting (where the intermediate goods have 
already been counted as a part of GDP, when produced initially).  

 
Concept of Value Added: the market value of a firm’s product less the costs of inputs 
purchased from other firms.  
(The market value of the product can be taken via the total revenue received for all parts- 
including inputs).  

So this gives the market value amount of the good that is actually counted towards GDP. 

Hence this value added approach is a way of calculating GDP. Summing up the value added 
by all firms in a production process for a good, gives the same amount as the value of the 
final good or service, meaning it equals the contribution towards GDP.  

Value Added = Value of sales – cost of intermediate inputs  
(Example on page 13 textbook) 

 

3 ways to measure GDP:  

1. Production Method – Using value-added approach above 
2. Expenditure Method 
3. Income Method 

 

Expenditure Method: Expenditure on goods and services by final users must equal the value 
of their production (final value of the goods). (Based on an accounting identity).  
Components of expenditure (C, I, G, NX) (NX = X-M)  
(Purchases by consumers, firms, government, net purchases by foreign sector). 

So adding up the expenditure by each of these sectors of the economy will equal total GDP.  
Hence the Y = C + I + G + X – M 



For I, we calculate Business Fixed Investment (new capital final goods. E.g. machinery), 
Residential Investment (construction of new homes and buildings), and inventory investment 
(addition of unsold goods to inventories). Essentially the goods that a firm produces in that 
period but does not sell in the period, is treated as if the firm bought them for itself. So here 
we take: ending inventory less beginning inventory. Even if that figure yields a negative 
value, we still put that value towards GDP, as we have to take that lower inventory figure 
into account somewhere.  

G includes purchases by all 3 levels of govt. Commonly known as Public Demand. Includes 
purchasing items such as fighter planes, investing in infrastructure, and providing services 
such as schools, parks etc.  
Transfer payments are NOT included here. This are payments by the government for which 
no current goods or services are received. Includes, social security, unemployment benefits, 
pensions, welfare payments.  
Also, interest paid on government debt is excluded.  

 

Income Method: GDP also equals the aggregate incomes paid to labour and capital in the 
production of goods and services.  
GDP = Labour income + Capital Income  

Whenever a good or service is produced or sold, the revenue from the sale is distributed to 
the workers, and owners of the capital involved in the production of the good or service.  
(So the value of goods and services, also equals the income received by labour and capital 
owners). 

 

 

Nominal GDP: Values quantities of goods and services produced at current year prices 
(Current price GDP) 
So nominal uses the price of products that prevailed in the market in each year to calculate 
GDP. Here we may not know whether the GDP value changed due to volumes or because of 
inflation (price changes).   

Real GDP: Values quantities of goods and services produced at base year prices. Measures 
the actual physical volume of production (constant price GDP).  
The prices of the goods are fixed to a base year price, and then that price is used to 
calculate GDP for all subsequent years as well. Hence, it gives a good indication of actual 
volumes, with no distortions due to inflation.  

Choosing the base year for price index:  
- Using initial prices (for the period) is known as a Laspeyres Index 
- Using final prices (for that period) is known as a Paasche index  



Taking the average of two real GDP growth rates (using each of these indexes over a min 
two year period) gives the chain-weighted growth rate.  
(Example on Cho slide 34) 

 

Sometimes GDP isn’t always a good measure of economic wellbeing.  
- Leisure time (having fun) 
- Household production (non-market activities) 
- Environmental degradation (pollution) 
- Quality of life (crime rate, traffic congestion) 
- Economic inequality (distribution of income) 

All of these are not calculated by GDP, yet are important measures of wellbeing.   
Although GDP clearly still is positively correlated with economic wellbeing. With a greater 
variety of G&S as well as better Health and Education (creating higher life expectancy) 
resulting from higher GDP.  

 

Price Level/Inflation:  

Main measures of the average level of prices in the economy are:  

- Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
- GDP Deflator Index 
- Producer Price Index (PPI)  

CPI: For a given period, measures the cost in that period of a given basket of goods and 
services, relative to their cost in a fixed year (base year).  
(essentially measures changes in cost of living).  

CPI = (cost of the base year basket in current year) / (cost of the base year basket in base 
year) 
Current year means current prices of those same goods from the base year basket.  

Note: base year CPI will always be 1.0 (when calculating inflation rate)  

Inflation is measured by the percentage change in CPI over a given period. (Percentage 
change in price level from year to year).  

Inflation rate = (CPI current – CPI previous) / CPI previous     x100 

Limitations with CPI:  
Quality Adjustment and New goods bias: Quality improvements may show up as higher 
prices for goods and services, while new goods are often not included until CPI is re-based.  

Substitution bias: Use of a fixed basket means that it fails to take into account people’s 
substitution towards relatively less expensive goods. (So it overstates the change in cost of 
living. With CPI showing a larger increase in cost of living than it actually increases if 
consumers substitute for relatively less expensive goods).  



CPI tends to overstate the rate of inflation.  
  

Important to distinguish between relative price changes, and a change in general price level.  
Relative price change is a change in the price of a specific good or service in comparison to 
prices of other goods/services.  
This differs from inflation, a change in the overall price level of the economy. (E.g. all prices 
and wages go up by a certain amount, this is inflation, which does not affect relative prices).  

Costs of Inflation:  

Shoe-Leather Costs: Inflation reduces the real purchasing power of a given amount of 
money. (A certain amount can buy you less on the market). This can see people save more, 
leaving money in the bank and earning interest to insulate from the effects of inflation.  

Menu Costs: The act of changing prices itself can have a significant cost for firms. E.g. the 
cost of re-printing labels for items, as well as menus in restaurants. Frequently doing this 
can incur a large cost, whilst also posing an opportunity cost of how those funds could have 
been used.  

Noise in the price system: High inflation makes the subtle signals transmitted through the 
price system difficult to interpret. E.g. a price increase when there is high inflation makes it 
unclear as to whether the quantity demanded has actually increased or not.   

Distorts tax system: If the tax system is not indexed to inflation, inflation that raises nominal 
incomes can force people into higher tax brackets (bracket creep), causing them to pay 
higher rates of tax, even though their real income may not have changed. A loss of real 
purchasing power can result for those people.  

Unexpected redistributions of wealth: If a worker’s wage is not indexed to inflation, a surge 
in inflation can cause the buyer power of their wages to decrease. This then causes the 
buyer power of the employer to increase, as the real cost of paying the worker is less than 
anticipated.  

 

Relationship between inflation and interest rate:  

Real Interest Rate = Percentage increase in the real purchasing power of a financial asset.  

Nominal Interest Rate = Percentage increase in the nominal, or dollar, value of a financial 
asset.  

Real interest rate = Nominal interest rate – Inflation rate 

 

Deflation: Sustained decrease in general price level.  
Has significant implications, on distribution of wealth (creditors gain at debtors expense) 
with debts paid back in more than real terms.  



Deflation also raises real interest rate.  

   
 


